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What is CompTIA Server+ Certification?
This CompTIA Server+ Training Course is designed to elevate a candidate’s applicable
knowledge of RAID, SCSI, Multiple CPUs, troubleshooting and disaster recovery. This soughtafter CompTIA Server+ Certification demonstrates that an individual is capable of planning,
securing, and maintaining a myriad of server equipment. The CompTIA Server+ covers in-depth
advanced storage mechanisms, and business continuity strategies, making it a comprehensive
certification that goes beyond alternative courses, and therefore makes it extremely beneficial
for individuals looking to enhance their professional proficiency and employability. Covering ontrend technologies and server methods including virtualisation, data centres, and secure
network storage solutions, this CompTIA Certification offers candidates with a comprehensive
understanding of server architecture, administration, and fundamental management.
From an HR/business perspective, selecting a trustworthy candidate to manage a business’
network, hardware, and a server is time-consuming and difficult, hence this course can help to
develop internal technicians and server managers - with existing company knowledge and
enhanced server competencies.
Click here to view our CompTIA Server+ Study Guide PDF

CompTIA Server+ Exam
100 Questions
90 Minutes
80% Pass Mark Required for Certification

Who would benefit from this course?
Sales Solution Technicians
Software and Systems Engineers
Technicians
Network Administrators
IT Help Desk Technicians
Hardware Technicians

Course Objectives
Within this CompTIA Server+ Training Course individuals will elevate their knowledge of:
How to upgrade system hardware
Installing, configuring, and managing Network operating systems
How to write server documentation and produce relevant server diagrams
Troubleshooting Server Issues
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Understand different server types

Within the duration of this CompTIA Server+ Course, individuals will learn about:
Network Data Storage
Hardware and technology management
Cloud Storage
Disaster Recovery
Troubleshooting
Enhancing server performance
Virtualisation
IT Server and infrastructure management
Security of Servers
RAID
SCSI
Multiple CPUs

This CompTIA Server+ Training Course is designed to elevate a candidate’s applicable
knowledge of RAID, SCSI, Multiple CPUs, troubleshooting and disaster recovery.
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